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CAVITATION DETECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION
FOR SMALL SCALE NOZZLES AND FUEL INJECTORS
HUY DO
ABSTRACT
Cavitation occurs when the liquid pressure drops below a critical threshold caus-
ing rapid bubble growth and violent collapse. The presence of cavitation inside fuel
injector nozzles has been linked not only to damage associated with cavity collapse
near the walls but has been found to enhanced fuel spray atomization. Proper fuel at-
omization increases engine performance while reducing fuel emissions. The majority
of laboratory experimental studies found in the literature are highly reliant on opti-
cal access to the working fuel, requiring transparent material, specific geometry, and
relatively slow flows to enable even minimally time-resolved optical images with ex-
pensive high-speed cameras. While such studies are appropriate for gaining intuition
into the types and spatial locations of cavitation phenomena possible in nozzle flows
at high Re, there is a need for techniques which can not only be reliably employed
at idealized laboratory conditions, but also can be deployed to study real steel fuel
injectors while also yielding quantitative information. The objective of this work is to
develop alternative non-intrusive acoustic and vibration methods to experimentally
study cavitation phenomena in fuel injectors.
First, a study was conducted utilizing a combination of optical and acoustic tech-
niques to determine onset and activity of cavitation in small scaled nozzles. Ex-
periments are conducted with acrylic nozzles of various geometry. Unfocused single
element transducers are used for acoustic sensing, while digital imaging is used for
optical study. Cavitation onset thresholds and development are studied as functions
vi
of flow rate and nozzle geometry. Substantial agreement between optical and acous-
tic methods was observed for both onset and development regimes of cavitation in
nozzles.
A second study was conducted utilizing laser Doppler vibrometry to measure the
vibration response of a commercial fuel injector. An attempt was made to use in-
jector flexural oscillations to determine the void fraction for different fuel injector
conditions. Experiments were performed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory on
a commercial grade field injector using cyclopentane fuel with varying injection pres-
sure and fuel temperature as control parameters. Frequency shift and mode shape
are measured and correlated with cavitation-inducing control parameters. Analysis
suggests that observed frequency shifts may allow inference of dynamic void fraction
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1.1 Cavitation and Fuel Injectors
Although concerns over climate change continue to mount, fossil fuel usage continue
to dominate the United States energy portfolio. In 2016, the majority of the energy
consumed in the U.S. derived from carbon based sources(U.S. Energy Information Ad-
ministration, 2018). Shown in Figure 1·1, fossil based fuel such as petroleum, natural
gas and coal constitutes 81% of the total energy consumed. Even more alarming, 95%
of the U.S. transportation energy need are fulfilled by fossil fuels. Addressing climate
change requires growth in renewable energy consumption in addition to improved



























Figure 1·1: United States energy consumption in 2016 by sources(a).
United States energy consumption in 2016 for transporation by
sources(b). Graphs were modified from (U.S. Energy Information Ad-
ministration, 2018).
In response to the need of improved automobiles and increasing regulations,
automobile manufacturers have renewed their attention to Gasoline Direct Injec-
tion/Injectors(GDI) systems for their fuel efficiency and superior performance. Au-
tomobile manufacturers are choosing GDI systems over traditional Port Fuel Injec-
tion/Injectors(PFI) systems. Now, more than ever, commercial automobiles are being
equipped with the GDI system. In U.S., GDI market share in cars climbed from 3%
in 2008 to 54% in 2017(EPA, 2018). GDI benefits stem from the fuel being delivered
into the combustion chamber in contrast to PFI where the fuel is being injected into
the intake manifold. This feature allows GDI to deliver fuel with precise timing and
control within the combustion cycle. At low to moderate engine loads, the GDI sys-
tem can run lean air to fuel ratio (AFR) mixtures allowing for better fuel economy
at reduced emissions(Celik and Ozdalyan, 2010).
Fuel delivery must be extremely quick due to combustion timing demands. GDI
fuel lines are pressurized from 50 to 200 bars to supply adequate fuel and ensure
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spray penetration. Perhaps more importantly, the high pressure allows for proper fuel
atomization and evaporation. The fuel evaporation process inside the chamber cools
the intake charge allowing for higher compression ratios for increased performance
and efficiency, and the combine effect of air rich AFR mixtures and active cooling
reduces the potential for engine knocking to occur(Celik and Ozdalyan, 2010)(Reif,
2015).
Experimental fuel injector studies with similar nozzle dimensions operating at GDI
pressures have found cavitation to be present in the nozzle(Badock et al., 1999)(Payri
et al., 2012)(Schmidt et al., 1999)(Chaves et al., 1995)(Payri et al., 2004)(van der
Voort et al., 2017)(Winklhofer et al., 2001). Experimental studies conducted by
Chaves et al.(1995) showed that cavitating flows in fuel injector size nozzles assisted
in increasing the spray angle pattern and improved fuel atomization. Similarly, Sou
et al.(2007)(2008) performed scaled nozzle experiments and showed that when cav-
itation activity reaches the outlet the resulting jet transitions into spray. Although
not generally acknowledged in the automotive literature, cavitation collapse is violent
and will cause severe structural damage, potentially decreasing the fuel injector life
expectancy and performance. A better understanding of the trade-off between cavi-
tation benefits and damage is needed to aid engineers to design better fuel injectors.
1.2 Hydrodynamic Cavitation
Cavitation can occur when the liquid pressure drops below the saturation the vapor
pressure at a given temperature(White, 2011). Cavitation can be defined as the rapid
growth and activity of macroscopic single bubbles(Brennen, 2013) bubble clouds,
and/or organized sheets or tubes(Knapp et al., 1970) of gas/vapor caused by both
the steady and unsteady pressure in the liquid. The term hydrodynamic cavitation
is reserved for cavitation produced through the hydrodynamic motion of the liquid
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while acoustic cavitation induces cavitation through acoustic pressure fluctuations.
The primary role of a fuel injector is to atomize the fuel and deliver it into the
combustion chamber. In doing so, fuel is pressurized up to 200 bars and injector
nozzle tips are designed with micron sized exit ports. At injection, the large pressure
differential between inner fuel injector and the combustion chamber creates high (104)
Reynolds number flows(Chaves et al., 1995). Inside the fuel injector, the internal
geometry in combination with the high velocities creates a local pressure drop that
induces hydrodynamic cavitation.
1.3 Objective
Normal operation of a fuel injector consists of high injection pressures with geometry
and timescales in the micron and milli- microsecond range, rendering experimental
study of this system extremely difficult. The majority of laboratory experimental
studies found in the literature are highly reliant on optical access to the working
fuel, requiring transparent material, specific geometry, and relatively slow flows to
enable even minimally time-resolved optical images with expensive high-speed cam-
eras. Moreover, these optical studies cannot yield important quantitative features
such as the void fraction. While such studies are appropriate for gaining intuition
into the types and spatial locations of cavitation phenomena possible in nozzle flows
at high Re, there is a need for techniques which can not only be reliably employed
at idealized laboratory conditions, but also can be deployed to study real steel fuel
injectors while also yielding quantitative information. The objective of this work is to
develop alternative non-intrusive acoustic and vibration methods to experimentally
study cavitation phenomena in fuel injectors.
Additionally, there exist several cavitation models for computational study, these
models require tuning of parameters to empirical results. Currently, research efforts
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at Boston University has been invested in the development of accurate physics-based
mathematical submodels for the use in Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software
to enable better prediction of cavitation within in fuel injectors. These models will
be used to simulate cavitation in nozzles examining inception threshold and spatial
location to compare against empirical data in order to evaluate its efficacy. Therefore
a second objective on this study is to provide experimental data for the development
of new CFD codes.
First, a study was conducted utilizing a combination of optical and acoustic tech-
niques to determine onset and activity of cavitation in small scaled nozzles. A second
study was conducted utilizing laser Doppler vibrometry to measure the vibration re-
sponse of a commercial fuel injector. An attempt was made to use injector flexural
oscillations to determine the void fraction for different fuel injector conditions.
1.4 Thesis Layout
The following chapters of this thesis have been organized in the following manner.
In chapter 2, the nozzle study is presented. This chapter includes background
information on nuclei and geometric dependence of cavitation inception. Additional
sections cover research materials and methodology. The final section discuss the
results.
Chapter 3 presents the commercial fuel injector study. A section is devoted to
reviewing fuel injector oscillation studies. The following section cover theoretical
framework for the flexural vibration hypothesis. Additional sections address research
materials and methodology. The final section discuss the results.
The final chapter of this thesis provides concluding remarks. Summarizing state-
ments regarding each of the studies and suggestions for further research which could
stem from the work in this thesis are proposed.
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Chapter 2
Cavitation in Small Scale Nozzles
This chapter presents the work on cavitation detection on small scaled nozzles.
2.1 Introduction
Cavitation is the formation and subsequent activity of gas/vaporous bubbles when
a liquid pressure is decreased below a critical pressure under constant temperature.
Hydrodynamic cavitation occurs when flow dynamics induces the reduction in liq-
uid pressure. Hydrodynamic cavitation as it is generally known in hydrofoils and
pumps is understood to result in undesired effects. In ship propellers and pump im-
pellers, cavities can form between the boundary surface and the liquid, diminishing
the force transfer from propeller/impeller surface to the liquid and thus decreasing
performance. Additionally, a bubble collapse near a rigid boundary produces violent
jets capable of eroding the hardest materials(Plesset and Ellis, 1955).
Experimental cavitation research in nozzle flow applications has traditionally re-
lied on backlit imaging techniques to capture the development of cavitation(Chaves
et al., 1995)(Sou et al., 2007)(Sou et al., 2008)(Badock et al., 1999)(Serras-Pereira
et al., 2010). These studies have been helpful in qualitatively characterizing cavitation
regimes and provide a means for (again qualitative) validation of computer simula-
tions. Cavitation clouds have been associated with incipient cavitation, while more
developed cavitating flow exhibit sheet cavitation at flow separation entry points and
hydraulic flip as flow separates near the nozzle exit points(Sou et al., 2007)(Chaves
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et al., 1995).
Imaging techniques require optical access to the nozzles, often requiring cus-
tom manufacturing of nozzles in transparent materials, thus limiting the range of
fluid-surface interactions that include liquid wetting and roughness(Arndt and Ippen,
1968). The use of cameras as a primary diagnostic results in limited spatial and
temporal resolution. Commonly available (yet still expensive) high-speed cameras
can record up to 1 million frames per second, which is insufficient to capture the
nanosecond time scales associated with the high velocities (>Mach 1 in water) for
cavitation collapse(Sukovich et al., 2017).
It is well established that all types of cavitation, whether in bulk or near solid
surfaces, emit acoustic pressure waves. Moreover, these acoustic emissions can be
used not only to detect the first onset of cavitation, but also to characterize the
nature and extent of that cavitation. Inertially collapsing bubbles will emit impul-
sive pressure transients, whereas clouds and sheets will tend towards more harmonic
emissions(Farny, 2007). These acoustic emissions can straightforwardly be acquired
at nanosecond time scales with no special equipment necessary. For a more compre-
hensive overview of the link between acoustic emissions and cavitation, a number of
books and reviews can be consulted(Leighton, 2012)(Knapp et al., 1970)(Brennen,
2013)(Lauterborn and Mettin, 2015)(Ohl et al., 2015).
Employing acoustic sensors to monitor and analyze the emissions from cavitation
activity has been called “Passive Cavitation Detection” or PCD(Roy et al., 1990).
PCD has been used primarily in the physical and biomedical acoustics communities
in order to sensitively detect the onset of cavitation activity. The onset pressure
threshold in such studies is usually very sharp because at onset the most common
phenomenon is the rapid pressure-driven growth and more rapid inertially-driven col-
lapse of small, mostly vapor-filled cavities. Such cavities emit shock-like impulsive
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pressure waves upon collapse that can be detected via PCD. This acoustic method
has the immediate benefit in its ability to monitor bubble phenomenon in opaque
materials(Maxwell et al., 2013). In this present study, cavitation is induced hydro-
dynamically and a combination of optical and acoustic sensing modalities is applied
to measure the cavitation inception threshold in scaled nozzle flows in water. This
work compares imaging (high-speed and low-speed) with simultaneous acoustic PCD
to investigate the cavitation inception threshold under various flow conditions and
geometries for unfiltered tap water.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 Nuclei
Water applications in various industries and its ready accessibility have made water
the primary working fluid of many cavitation studies. For that reason, the threshold
pressure for the onset of cavitation in water has been well documented using different
experimental methods. Briggs used a centrifugation method to drop the liquid pres-
sure of water in a capillary tube and found the static threshold value to be −27MPa
at 20oC((Briggs, 1950)). Herbert et al. used acoustic excitation to determine the
threshold value for ultra-pure degassed water at 20oC to be −24MPa oscillated at
1025kHz(Herbert et al., 2006). It is worth emphasizing that in such well-prepared
liquids the cavitation threshold is found when the total pressure is in tension, far
below the vapor pressure of the liquid. The theoretical tensile strength of water, how-
ever, is 104 atmospheres(Brennen, 2013). The discrepancy between theoretical tensile
strength and the much more modest experimentally measured cavitation threshold is
due to the presence of heterogeneous elements often referred to as cavitation nuclei.
All liquids, and especially water, possess impurities that can serve as cavitation
nucleation sites. A liquid’s quality refers broadly to the amount of impurities in the
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liquid. Nuclei can be found in two locations: on the surface and in the bulk liquid.
Surface nuclei are trapped gas on the surface’s irregularities, while free nuclei refer to
microbubbles and particulates with trapped gas (or unwetted locations) in the bulk
fluid. When there is sufficient tension in the liquid, surface and free nuclei serve as
weak points for cavitation to occur. Typical experimental fluids contain a spectrum
of nuclei sizes, and each particular size is paired with a critical tension limit where
cavitation will occur.
In 1949, Blake modeled a liquid’s critical tension in terms of the nuclei radius(Blake Jr,
1949)(Atchley, 1988). First, a nucleus is assumed as a free spherical microbubble with
radius R within the bulk liquid. The internal pressures acting on the bubble are the
partial pressure of gas, pg, and vapor pressure pv. The external pressures acting on
the bubble are then the liquid pressure pL and the Laplace pressure 2σ/R where σ is
the constant surface tension of the liquid. Therefore the mechanical static equilibrium
of a bubble in a liquid can be expressed as




Assuming the gas content of the microbubble is constant and obeys the ideal gas






where the partial pressure of gas at equilibrium pge is




at equilibrium radius R0 and ambient liquid pressure pLe. Substituting Equation 2.2
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Equation 2.4 expresses the liquid pressure required to stabilize a bubble for any
change R from equilibrium R0. Vice versa it can express the change in R required
to stabilize any change in the liquid pressure due to either hydrodynamic or acoustic
means. Figure 2·1 shows the stability curves given from Equation 2.4 for relatively
small and large equilibrium nuclei radius, R0 = 10µm and R0 = 40µm respectively.




















Figure 2·1: The stability curve of a bubble as a function R with
R0 = 10µm and R0 = 40µm given from Equation 2.4 with pLe =
1×105Pa, pv = 2.33×103Pa, σ = 0.072N/m and κ = 1 (for isothermal
expansion).
In the case of small bubbles (R0 ≤ 10µm), when the liquid pressure is perturbed
a small amount, the bubble will grow stably according to the stability curve. The
bubble can grow at a critical radius Rc at a critical pressure, pc . Beyond pc the
bubble will become unstable and grow without bounds. Similarly, for large bubble
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cases (R0 ≥ 40µm), stable growth will occur for small pressure perturbations. When
the pressure decreases to the vapor pressure, the growth becomes unstable. For large
bubbles the critical pressure is the vapor pressure. Cavitation inception threshold is
considered when the liquid decreases beyond its critical pressure for any equilibrium
R0. For small bubbles pc is beyond the vapor pressure. For increasing equilibrium
nuclei radii, R0, and pc asymptotes to the vapor pressure pv.
Furthermore, Rc can be determined by
d
dR



















where p′L = pL − pv, χ = 2σ/(p′LR0) and pB = pL − pc is Blake’s threshold for
cavitation. The critical pressure, pc, is thus calculated by
pc = pL − pB (2.7)
at any equilibrium radius R0.
2.2.2 Flow Pressure
Nozzle geometry can create low pressure zones for the onset and development of
cavitation by increasing the flow velocity thus decreasing the local pressure by 1
2
ρv2.
Consider a simple orifice flow in Figure 2·2, where the flow moves passes through
a large cross-sectional area to enter a nozzle constriction before exhausting into the
atmosphere. By applying Bernoullis equation to this system, increase in the dynamic
pressure term, 1
2
ρv2, whenever the flow enters a constriction or wherever the flow
meets a bend, results in a reduction in the static pressure. Provided that the velocity
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is sufficiently high, the static pressure term will reach the critical threshold level for
the onset of cavitation.
Figure 2·2: Diagram of a flow through a nozzle constriction(Martynov,
2005).
When cavitation occurs above the traditional threshold values, Dabiri et al. sug-
gests the importance of viscous stress for cavitation inception(Dabiri et al., 2007).
Their numerical investigation included flow around inlet corners of an axisymmetric
orifice at low Reynolds numbers (200–2000).
From the unsteady, incompressible viscid form of the Navier-Stokes equation, one
can solve for the velocity field, v, and pressure field, p. The stress tensor can then be
calculated through the following relationship
T = µ(∇u) + (∇u)T − pI (2.8)
where I is the identity matrix and the superscript T indicate a transpose operation.
The total stress criterion is then defined as the maximum principal stress such that
exceeds the negative pressure criterion, pc,
T11 > −pc (2.9)
where T11 is the principal stress. From the velocity and pressure fields, the cavitation
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regions were compared using the two cavitation criterion: pc and T11 + pc.
The results show that at low Reynolds number flows (Re = 200, 500), predicts
very small regions for potential cavitation while total stress criterion predicts a con-
siderably larger region. Although the effects wanes when for higher Reynolds number
(Re = 1000, 2000) flows, which is to be expected since viscous effects are minimized,
the total stress criterion predicts at least 20% more cavitation region for potential
onset.
For density and viscosity ratio, λ = 100 and η = 10 respectively, Dabiri results
suggest that appreciable cavitation in an orifice flow can occur even at Re = 200.
Sou et. al (2008) experimental values using tap water at room temperature with
channel and cylindrical nozzles optically determined cavitation development in the
range Re = 30000.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Open-Loop Flow Circuit
Cavitation is induced hydrodynamically by driving flow through a nozzle orifice.
Through the nozzle the kinetic energy of the fluid is maximized to create local static
pressure minima for cavitating conditions.
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Figure 2·3: Schematic of open-loop flow circuit.
Experiments were conducted in an flow circuit (shown in Figure 2·3) powered
by a centrifugal pump (CM-3, Grundfos, KS). In the open-loop circuit, the water is
drawn from a supply tank, opened to atmospheric pressure, to drive flow through
the acrylic test section before discharging into a return tank opened to atmospheric
pressure. The flow rate was controlled through a variable frequency driver (VFD)
(AC Tech - ESV751N01SXB, Lenza MA). The VFD varies the power to the motor
by varying the frequency sent to the motor and ranges from 0 to 60Hz with 0.1Hz
increments. A pressure gauge (BSP0018, Balluff, KY) and a turbine flow meter
(G2S10N09GMA, GPI Meters, NJ) mounted in-line upstream from the test section










Figure 2·4: Setup for acoustic and optical cavitation sensing in open-
loop flow circuit.
2.3.2 Closed Loop Flow Circuit
Additional experiments were conducted on the flow circuit detailed previously with
modifications for closed loop configuration. These experiments were conducted with
the test section discharging into the return line that was directed back into the supply
tank. In the closed-loop circuit, the return line is water filled therefore the nozzle is
no longer discharging into the open but instead into a liquid as shown in Figure 2·5.
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Figure 2·5: Setup for acoustic and optical cavitation sensing in closed-
loop flow circuit.
2.3.3 Test Nozzles
Acrylic test sections were manufactured at Boston University EPIC center and de-
signed with multiple acrylic segments compressed together in a stackable manner for
quick interchangeable nozzles shown in Figure 2·6. Test section components were ma-
chined using CNC milling. For optical clarity, the external edges of the components
were flame polished for clear finish.
Nozzle orifices were manufactured with square and circular cross sections. Square
nozzles were manufactured through laser cutting for sharp corners and smooth finished
edges. Square nozzle lengths were limited due to the laser cutting machine’s inability
to cut thick stock material. Thick materials require multiple laser passings resulting
in uneven edges. Nozzles cut by the laser machines were kept at 6.34mm in length
for this reason. Circular nozzles were drill pressed and reamed. No surface polishing
was done on internal surfaces of circular nozzles.
17
FLOW
Figure 2·6: Test section with circular nozzle between two acrylic pres-
sure gage mounts clamped together with 2” M6 screws.
2.3.4 Pump/Nozzle Combination Calibration
Accurate flow rate measurements are key in determining cavitation threshold val-
ues. In the test loops a turbine flow meter is used to measure volumetric flow
rate. The specified flowmeter from Section 2.3.1 is rated for high volumetric rates
(18.9 − 190 liters per min(LPM)) while the maximum flow rate in this investiga-
tion measured at 35LPM . Thus the flowmeter in the closed-loop configuration was
unable to assess the lowest flow rates. Additionally, pump performance varies with
nozzle diameter and sizes due to head pressure losses. For low flow rate measure-
ments flowmeter calibrations were conducted for 2.5mm square and circular nozzles
and 4.0mm circular nozzle.
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Figure 2·7: Flow rate measurements, meter values and fitted line
for flowmeter calibrations with cylindrical nozzle (D = 2.5mm, l =
11.7mm)(a) and channel nozzle (S = 2.5mm, l = 6.34mm)(b) using
room temperature water with closed-loop flow circuit.
Calibration was conducted using the “timed-catch” method where the fluid vol-
ume is measured for a known duration of time. The average flow rate is given by
dividing the measured volume by recorded time. In each calibration, the opened and
closed-flow loop was fitted with a tested nozzle while the flow rate was incrementally
increased using the VFD. Volumes were recorded from 10 to 60Hz in increments at
5Hz. At each flow setting, the volume of liquid was collected from the return line be-
fore entering the supply tank. Liquid was collected in a beaker and time was recorded
for 10 seconds with a stopwatch. A 2000mL graduated cylinder was used to measure
volume.
Figure 2·7 shows the calibration curves for circular and square nozzles with diam-
eter or side lengths of 2.5mm. The percent difference between measured and meter
readings decreases dramatically at approximately 80mL/s. A linear fit to the timed-
catch data resulted in
Qs=2.5 = 2.103x+ 15.287[mL/s] (2.10)
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QD=2.5 = 1.565x+ 5.857[mL/s] (2.11)
QD=4.0 = 4.3083x+ 64.283[mL/s] (2.12)
where x is the frequency reading from the VFD.
2.3.5 Liquid Quality
Tap water was used throughout this investigation. The liquid quality analysis was
outsourced to Particle Technology Labs (PTL) (Downers Grove, IL) where particle
size and sample count was determined with a Particle Sizing Systems AccuSizer Model
780AD machine. The AccuSizer measures particle size through light obscuration and
scattering then compares measured signals to calibrated signals to determine circular
equivalent diameters.
Figure 2·8: Percentage from total particle count for each circular
equivalent diameter determined from a 60mL sample of tap water.
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Figure 2·8 shows the the number of particles for each particle diameter as a per-
centage of the total particle count (229587) of a 60mL sample of tap water at room
temperature. From Table 2.1, the analysis shows that 90% of particles found fall
under 1µm diameter with no appreciable particle above 2µm. The mean diameter of
the sample was 0.743µm with a standard deviation 1.234µm. It is noted that this
analysis only provided an equivalent particle diameter and count without particle
characterization and identification.
2.3.6 Optical Cavitation Detection (OCD)
Optical cavitation detection (OCD) utilizes forward scattered imaging for detecting
cavitation activity. The test section is mounted in between a light source and an
optical sensor. As cavitation bubbles form inside the nozzle, the rays traveling through
the test section are refracted and to a lesser extent diffracted to the sensor. As a result,
cavitation activity is detected as bright regions in a dark background in the recorded
images.
Cavitation is induced by incrementally increasing the flow rate. Images are
recorded with high speed camera (HSC) Fastcam SA5(Photron, San Diego CA) and
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low speed digital CMOS camera (LSC) aCA1920-25um(Basler Germany) with con-
tinuous broadband back lighting. The optical set up is summarized in Table 2.2.
Images are then post-processed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Table 2.2: Visualization parameters for optical sensors
Fastcam SA5 (HSC)
Resolution 1024×1000 pixels
Acquisition rate 7500 fps
Exposure time 1/7500 s
Basler aCA1920-25u with Navitar macro zoom 18-108mm f2.5 (LSC)
Resolution 1920×1080 pixels
Acquisition rate 26 fps
Exposure time 490-1400µms
pixel size 2.2µm×2.2µm
OCD cavitation activity was determined using a mean brightness comparison tech-
nique. Pixels in grayscaled images are represented as 8-bit values. These values range
from 0 (black) to 255 (white) and are referred as brightness values. The Matlab pro-
gram evaluates the mean brightness of all the pixels in a region of interest (ROI)
from an image acquired from HSC or LSC. A discussion of what these values mean
in terms of cavitation is presented in another section.
2.3.7 Passive Cavitation Detection (PCD)
The acoustic sensing technique known as passive cavitation detection (PCD) was de-
rived from Roy et al.’s (1990) work in cavitation detection with backscattered sound.
In the current investigation, a 1MHz unfocused (A102S, Olympus, MA) contact
transducer was used to detect acoustic emissions primarily from inertial cavitation
collapses. Ultrasonic gel (Aquasonic, Parker Laboratories, New Jersey) is applied
onto the the active element and the transducer is contact coupled to the side of the
acrylic test section as shown in Figure 2·9. The characteristic impedance, Z of water
and acrylic are 1.48MRayls and 3.22MRayls respectively. Thus the transmission
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loss TL can be calculated from
TL(dB) = −10log10τ (2.13)
where







From Equation 2.13, TL = 0.64dB allowing for relatively low acoustic transmis-
sion loss while the acrylic material allows for optical imaging. The near field distance,










where D is the transducer element diameter and λ is the wavelength of sound traveling
in the medium. The transducer has a 1 inch active element diameter and using
sound speed, c, of acrylic (c = 0.107in/µs) and f = 1MHz (from transducer’s center
frequency), the near field is approximately N = 2.30in or N = 5.84cm. From Figure
2·11, the test section components are manufactured from acrylic squares with 5.08cm
sides with nozzles centers 2.54cm from an edge. Nozzle lengths are less than 2cm.
When the center of the transducer is positioned over the nozzle section, the center of
the nozzle is 2.54cm away from the transducer which is well within the transducer’s
near field distance. Additionally the transducer diameter spanning upstream and
downstream from the nozzle as shown in Figure 2·9. Therefore PCD is capable of
detecting cavitation events anywhere immediately upstream and downstream of the
nozzle.
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Figure 2·9: PCD transducer mounted to a side of the test section.
PCD signals are monitored and recorded on a oscilloscope (LT334A, Lecroy, New
York). Time traces are sampled at 10MSamples/s for a 50µs window without pre-
amplification or filtering. This allows for 0.1µs time resolution.
Flow is incrementally increased by the VFD. A LabVIEW VI was written to
interface and automate data acquisition. For every flow setting, the VI records 20
time traces with 1 second wait time in between time traces. 1 second wait time
was set to ensure no overlap of cavitation signal in the time traces due to system
limitations for shorter wait times. Inertial cavitation emits shock waves that excite
the transducer. Cavitation signals are observed as decaying oscillations (ring downs)
through the time traces. Sample cavitation signals are presented in Figure 2·10.
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Figure 2·10: Sample PCD signals for a non-cavitating case (Re =
2000)(a) and a cavitating case (Re = 76000)(b) sampled at 10MS/s
for a 50µs window in the open-loop flow circuit.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Cavitation Regimes
This section presents the results from PCD and OCD analysis for a square nozzle in





Figure 2·11: Engineering drawing of square nozzle with dimensions
in mm.
The volumetric flow rate, Q, was incrementally increased and recorded using the
flowmeter. From the flowrate, the mean velocity v was calculated by Q = V A where
A is the cross-sectional area of the nozzle orifice (A = 2.52mm2). The Reynolds





where ρ is the liquid density, v is the mean velocity of liquid bulk in the nozzle, d is
the nozzle diameter and µ is the liquid viscosity. ρ = 998 and µ = 1.003 × 10−3 of
water at T = 20oC from Ref (White, 2011) and d = 2.5mm was used for analysis.
Table 2.3 summarizes the flow regimes.
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Table 2.3: Flow measurements made at each VFD setting with cal-
culated mean velocity V and Reynolds number with the square cross
section A = 2.52mm2 and l = 6.34mm in open-loop configuration.
VFD(Hz) Q(lpm) v(m/s) Re
14 0.32 0.85 2100
20 5.41 14.44 36000
26 7.06 18.83 47000
32 8.15 21.72 54200
38 9.42 25.12 62700
44 10.47 27.92 69700
50 12.26 32.70 81500
(a) (b) (c)Re = 30000 Re = 40000 Re = 47000 Re = 81500 (d)








Figure 2·12: Cavitation regimes captured with high speed imaging of
a square nozzle (s = 2.5mm l = 6.34mm) in open-loop circuit sampled
at 75000 fps with continuous back lighting.
Figure 2·12 are high speed images of the observed cavitation regimes. Images have
been rotated 90o therefore flow is traveling from top to bottom in the image. Images
are captured at 75000 fps with 1/75000s or 13.3µs exposure time. In the images,
cavitation appears lighter against a dark background. At low Re flow (Figure 2·12(a))
no cavitation can be observed. As Re increases (Figure 2·12(b)) cavitation clouds were
observed. Cavitation clouds form at the inlet edges, at the top of the image, before
shedding downstream. Further increase in flowrate caused flow separation at the inlet
edge and formation of sheet cavitation as shown in Figure 2·12(c). At the maximum
flowrate, sheet cavitation engulfs the entire nozzle. The nozzle becomes vapor/gas
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filled in Figure 2·12(d).
2.4.2 OCD vs PCD in Open-Loop Flow Circuit
As mentioned in Section 2.3.7, cavitation is detected through ring-down signals from a
pressure impulse excitation from inertial cavitation collapse. Cavitating flows register
as highly excited signals as shown in Figure 2·10(b). Figures 2·13 - 2·19 shows two
sequential sample PCD signals for values outlined in Table 2.3.


























Figure 2·13: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 2100(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).
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Figure 2·14: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 36000(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).




























Figure 2·15: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 47000(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).
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Figure 2·16: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 54200(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).




























Figure 2·17: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 62700(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).
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Figure 2·18: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 69700(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).




























Figure 2·19: PCD signal sampled at 10Ms/s for a 50µS window for
flow with s = 2.5mm and l = 6.34mm nozzle at Re = 81500(a) with
sequential sample measured 1s later(b).
As shown, the PCD signal can vary in response time and amplitude from signals
of varying flow rates and signals with fixed flow rates. At Re = 2100 PCD signals are
absent of cavitation and only show noise (Vrms = 0.278mV ). As flow rate increases,
36000 ≤ Re ≤ 47000, PCD signals show sporadic oscillations within the sample.
Further increase in the flow regime, 54200 ≤ Re ≤ 62700, results in more oscillations.
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Interestingly, the amplitude of the excitation and count from the sample begins to
wane for further increase in flowrate. From the PCD signals, cavitation activity is







where Np is the number of data points (500) and xi is the sampled point. The Vrms







In OCD analysis the flow was assumed steady. Individual frames from HSC study
(Figure 2·12) were used to determine mean brightness. The mean brightness was
calculated for a region of interest (ROI) and averaged for 50 frames as outlined in
2.3.6.
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Figure 2·20: OCD signal measured in mean brightness averaged over
50 samples with error bars representing standard deviation from the
mean and PCD signal measured as Vrms,mean from 20 samples with error
bars representing standard error for a square nozzle (S = 2.5mm l =
6.34mm) at 2100 < Re < 81500
Figure 2·20 shows cavitation activity from OCD and PCD versus Re. Both meth-
ods show a threshold from onset of detectable acavitation from 30000 ≤ Re ≤ 40000.
Due to the off axis positioning of the light source, cavitation is measured from the
forward scattered light. Light rays are scattered off cavitation bubbles where some
make their way to the optical sensor. Cavitation is then detected as lighter regions
within the image contrast to traditional back-lit images where cavitation bubbles
appear darker.
At the low Re regime, no cavitation is apparent therefore mean brightness values is
expected to remain constant. At cavitation inception, cavitation clouds form creating
lighter regions in the OCD image. When cavitation regimes switch to sheet cavitation
at higher Re flows, large vapor structures form inside the nozzle with surfaces of
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the cavity glassy smooth generally associated with sheet cavitation(Brennen, 2013).
Mean brightness values further increase because the sheet cavitation interfaces creates
strong scatter signals to the optical sensor. As sheet cavitation grows inside the nozzle
the liquid is displaced by vapor. Grossly, the OCD shows the described trend. At
the low Re regime shows low OCD signal. At Re = 50000 the OCD signal increases
before a plateau is shown at Re = 57000. At the plateau point it is suggested that
sheet cavitation or hydraulic flip has occured in the nozzle.
Forward scattering images are not reliable as quantitative measures of the void
fraction within the nozzle. The fluid dynamics of cavitating flows are highly unsteady
and changes within in the nozzle for any fixed flow rate. The scattered signal responds
to the dynamics nonlinearly therefore cannot be a useful predictor of cavitation.
The PCD signal shows some different trends. Small increases in signal can be
observed for Re > 30000. A local minimum is recorded at Re = 46900 before a large
spike at Re = 54000 and followed by a steady decline until maximum flow rate is
reached.
When comparing the PCD signal to the OCD images, the initial PCD signal
increase, Re > 40000, can be mapped to the development of onset of cavitation. In
the incipient regime, caviation clouds are formed at the inlet edges of the nozzles
from local low pressure regions. The clouds translate into higher pressure regions in
the nozzles due to the flow where they collapse and emit impulse signals exciting the
PCD transducer. As the flow rate increase so do cavitation activity as seen by the
Vrms signal. When the cavitation regime switches to sheet cavitation, the PCD signals
shows a spike in signals. This may indicate sheet cavitation as impulse signal emitters
or, more likely, that cavitation clouds in the center of the flow may be hidden by the
scattering caused by the film of vapor at the wall. Inertial cavitation collapse may
be strong and continuing upstream or downstream at the flow reattachment zones.
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Figure 2·12(c) shows a dark region when compared with Figure 2·12(d) indicating a
liquid core region for inertial cavitation activity upstream. As the mean brightness
value reaches its plateau, the PCD signal starts to decline from its maximum value.
This maybe attributed to the growing void regions in the sheet cavitation. Sheet
cavitation layers from the four nozzle walls expand inwards until connecting at the
center. Simultaneously the cavitation sheet expands in the length direction from
inlet edge to outlet edge. The events combine creating hydraulic flip where the entire
nozzle cavity is filled with ambient pressure ceasing detectable cavitation activity.
This analysis shows that PCD performs wells in detecting onset cavitation with
capabilities of acoustically discriminating between cavitation regimes. PCD now is
applied to circular nozzles for critical threshold measurements.
2.4.3 Cavitation Inception
This section presents an investigation of the cavitation inception threshold for cir-
cular nozzles using PCD. Here three circular nozzles were tested with fixed length
and variable diameters. Flow was driven incrementally using the VFD to probe cav-
itation threshold values. Flow rates were calculated from calibration equations for
2.5 and 4.0mm diameters. Table 2.4 summarizes the nozzle dimensions and Re ranges.
Table 2.4: Nozzle dimensions of cylindrical nozzle varying diameter





The PCD signal was sampled at 10MS/s for 50µs windows with 1ms wait time
in between each time window. 20 measurements were made at each flow setting and
repeated 10 times. A baseline noise measurement was made at the lowest Re value,
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R0. Vnoise was calculated from the Vrms of the baseline measurement averaged over






|Vnoise,i − Vnoise,mean|2 (2.19)
where the mean noise floor signal, Vnoise is computed by






Positive cavitation signal is determined when the Vrms,mean signal from subsequent
runs exceed the 6S benchmark
Cavitation = Vrms,mean > Vnoise + 6S. (2.21)
Figure 2·21 shows noise measurements made for a circular nozzle with L/D = 4.68.
As before, incipient cavitating flow displays small amplitude sporadic oscillations
(Figure 2·22). As flow is driven at higher rates, the PCD signal displays relatively
large amplitude ring downs (Figure 2·23) as cavitation is further developed in the
nozzle.
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Figure 2·21: Baseline measurements for PCD signal for D = 2.5mm
at Re = 14000.
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Figure 2·22: Cavitation threshold signals for D = 2.5mm at Re =
25200.
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Figure 2·24: Cavitation threshold for D = 2.5, 4.0, and 8.8mm.
Figure 2·24 displays the results of the threshold analysis for the test nozzles. A
onset cavitating Reynolds number, Reonset, can be extracted from each nozzle which
then can be used to determine a experimental onset cavitating velocity vonset. From
Section 2.2.1 it is understood that cavitation occurs when the liquid pressure drops to
a critical value. For large nuclei, the critical pressure is equal to the vapor pressure pv.
For small nuclei the critical pressure, pc is dependent on the nuclei size. To assess the
experimental cavitating values, theoretical values are calculated using incompressible








where subscripts 1 and 2 are the upstream and downstream pressure and velocity





(v21 − v22) (2.23)
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where ∆p = p2 − p1. Equation 2.23 can be expressed in terms of the downstream













The nozzle contraction in the tested nozzles are so large that (D2/D1)




For large nuclei, cavitation occurs when the liquid pressure drops to pv = 2.33×
103Pa(White, 2011). From Equation 2.25, a minimum velocity vmin is calculated by




For small nuclei, the critical pressure, pc is calculated from Equation 2.7 using
the the mean diameter value from the liquid quality results. For equilibrium nucleus
diameter of 0.743µm, the critical pressure was calculated pc = −5.84 × 104Pa. As
expected the liquid is in tension with the liquid pressure far exceeding the vapor
pressure. Using pc in Equation 2.25 a maximum velocity vmax is calculated




Table 2.5 summarizes the results.
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Table 2.5: Cavitation threshold values experimentally determined and
analytically computed for small scaled cylindrical nozzles with varying
diameter sizes.
D1(mm) 24.3 24.3 24.3
D2(mm) 2.5 4.0 8.8
Q(m3/s)× 10−4 0.415 1.89 5.52
p1(kPa) 224.11 189.63 155.16
Reonset 21430 59918 79586
v2,onset(m/s) 8.46 15.06 9.07
vmin(m/s) 21.18 19.48 17.62
vmax(m/s) 26.66 25.33 23.95
As shown from Table 2.5, the mean velocity inside the nozzle is well below for
cavitation of large nuclei to occur. Comparing observed values v2,onset to vmin shows,
at best, a 25% difference. It is concluded that the local velocity values measurements
are needed and that the mean velocity values does not accurately characterize the
flow for cavitation inception. As flow enters the nozzle orifice, because of inertia, fluid
particles at the inlet boundaries must speed up. For sharp corners, these velocities are
much greater than the mean velocities calculated. More-so, considering the cavitation
occurs well beyond the laminar regime, turbulent fluctuating velocities and pressures
are most likely inducing minimum pressure values for cavitation to occur.
This work demonstrated the ability to detect and characterize cavitation exper-
imentally using an optical and acoustic method. Although optical imaging of cav-
itation nozzles have been explored before and have been critical for characterizing
cavitation, the use of acoustic contact transducers for PCD to detect cavitation is an
unexplored method. This work showed that acoustic sensing displayed equal sensitiv-
ity in detecting onset cavitation. Additionally, PCD is selective in detecting inertial
cavitation emissions. As flowrate increased, sheet cavitation dominated the nozzle
and displaced cavitation cloud activity. PCD analysis showed a reduction in impulse
emissions indicating and reduction in inertial activity. This feature allowed PCD to
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discern the transitions from cavitation cloud to sheet cavitation.
PCD is a simple acoustic technique for cavitation detection of water in nozzles.
PCD was used on acrylic nozzles with square and circular cross sections. Experimental
method that is acoustic based allows for the use of non-transparent materials which
expands material space allowing for investigations into surface roughness effects and
cavitation damage resistance for nozzle systems.
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Chapter 3
Cavitation in Commercial Fuel Injectors
This chapter presents the work on cavitation detection for commerical fuel injectors.
3.1 Introduction
Fuel injectors are complex systems with intricate electro-mechanical components op-
erating under high hydraulic pressures. A single fuel injection cycle requires a needle
valve inside the fuel injector to be lifted and dropped against pressures up to 200 bars
in milliseconds. Cavitation collapse, fluid hammer, turbulent flow, acoustic waves and
needle actuation are all possible causes for fuel injector vibration.
Although in most engineering applications, vibration is usually avoided due to the
associated mechanical stress and noise, vibration can be an effective diagnostic tool.
Vibration methods have been used to monitor structural health of bridges, mechani-
cal gears and high rise buildings(Doebling et al., 1996)(Wang et al., 2001)(O’Malley,
2012). In biology, micro- and nano- beams are being constructed as biological mass
detectors(Ilic et al., 2000)(Lavrik et al., 2004)(Ekinci et al., 2004) with capabili-
ties of sensing a single Dalton (10−30g). These systems work under the principle of
resonating beams. While cavitation remains experimentally difficult on real fuel in-
jectors systems, this chapter puts forth a method to study and analyze the flexural
or cantilever vibration of a fuel injector to determine void fraction, α, the volumetric
fraction occupied by gas or vapor. This approach will be experimentally applied to
a commercial GDI fuel injector using cyclopentane fuel varying fuel temperature and
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injection pressure to assess its feasibility.
3.2 Review of Oscillating Fuel Injector Studies
A neutron image of an empty GDI fuel injector is provided in Figure 3·1. The grayed
regions are steel components and the blacked regions are cavities which will contain
fuel during operation. In a fuel injection cycle, the pressure in the fuel cavity is at a
maximum when the needle valve is pressed against the valve seat. As the needle lifts,
fuel accelerates from a near-zero velocity to a maximum value and discharges through
the spray tip. Meanwhile the pressure oscillates from minimum to maximum as fuel
is ejected. Once the solenoid is deactivated, the needle is pressed back to its seat, the
sudden blockage of the flow generates a pressure surge and fluctuations thereafter.
These pressure fluctuations propagate throughout the entire fuel rail, causing many
of the system components to vibrate. The axial or longitudinal vibration of fuel
injectors has been documented and studied in literature. An explanation asserts
the internal pressure fluctuations are the main cause for this type of vibration(Hu
et al., 2001). Experiments measuring pressure upstream have shown the existance of







Figure 3·1: Image of empty GDI fuel injector produced through neu-
tron CT(Duke et al., 2017).
Manin et al. performed experiments on a direct injection (DI) diesel fuel injector.
They observed acoustic oscillations in the ejected spray from two separate measure-
ments: rate of injection (ROI) and spray momentum(Manin et al., 2012). For ROI
measurements the fuel injector is mounted into a commercial Injection Rate Discharge
Curve Indicator (IRDCI) where the fuel spray is ejected into a chamber filled with
fuel. The pressure changes in the chamber are measured as added mass. In the spray
momentum measurements, the fuel injector ejects fuel spray into a chamber pressur-
ized with N2 gas onto a specialized surface for momentum flux measurements. To
further investigate the cause of the spray oscillations, extensive experimental work
was conducted. During ROI and IRDCI measurements, pressure fluctuations were
measured by a high-pressure transducer upstream near the common-rail and axial
vibrations was measured with an accelerometer mounted at the non-spray tip end of
the fuel injector. The nozzle tip and needle displacements were captured separately
from other measurements through x-ray imaging conducted at Argonne National Lab.
Figure 3·2 summarizes the spectral analysis of the measurements made for the
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same injection pressure (150MPa) condition. Figure 3·2(a) shows peak frequencies
for the oscillations measured by ROI, momentum (IRDCI), acceleration and pres-
sure. Pressure and ROI measured a peak frequency of 3kHz and momentum and
accelerated measured a peak frequency of 5kHz. Figure 3·2(b) showed that the peak
frequencies of the needle speed and nozzle oscillations when compared against ac-
celerometer reading vibrates at the same 5kHz frequency. This finding led Manin et
al. to postulate that the fuel injector acts as an acoustic resonator.
(a) (b)
Figure 3·2: Spectrum analysis for ROI, momentum, acceleration (a),
needle and nozzle tip (b)(Manin et al., 2012).
Following the work done by Manin et al., researchers at the Center for Automotive
Engineering in Brighton used spectrograms of long injection times (8ms) to map the
internal dynamics(Crua and Heikal, 2014) to specific frequency signatures. Nozzle tip
vibrations of a DI diesel fuel injector similar to Manin’s was measured with 3D laser
Doppler vibrometry (LDV). Vibrations were measured in the x-, y- and z-direction.
Time traces of the 8ms injection showed distinct ring down responses in the first and
last moments of the injection cycle while a steady oscillation was found at 1ms <
t < 8ms. A sliding discrete short-time Fourier transform was performed on the
time traces. The spectrogram showed an increase in peak frequency in the steady
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oscillation regime of the injection cycle for increasing injection pressure. Experimental
results were compared to the fundamental acoustic resonance frequency for an 1





where l is the estimated length of the fuel channel and c is the sound speed.
Payri et al. used a 1-dimensional tube and a time-of-flight technique to infer the
sound speed of diesel and biodiesel for varying injection pressures and temperatures.
Table 3.1 summarizes the fuel properties tested by Paryi et al. In their experiments,
a pressure wave was induced in a long tube by a diesel DI fuel injector. Pressure
sensors mounted 8.22m apart measured the incoming pressure wave. The time of
flight of the pressure wave traveling the known distance from one sensor to the other
was used to determine the sound speed.
Table 3.1: Physical properties of fuel tested by Payri et al. where ρ
is density, ν is viscosity and γ is surface tension(Payri et al., 2011).
ρ(kg/m3) ν(mm2/s) γ(N/m)
Reference fuel (REF) 825 2.34 0.0205
Rape Methyl Ester (EME) 863 4.47 0.028
Winter (Artic) 812 2.06 0.022
Using the experimental data, Payri et al. formulated an expression for sound
speed c as function of pressure and temperature
c(p, T ) = k1 + k2(T − T0) + k3(p− p0) + k4(p− p0)2 + k5(p− p0)(T − T0) (3.2)
where the coefficients k are given by the Table 3.2, p0 = 0.1MPa and T0 = 298K.
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Table 3.2: Polynomial coefficients for Equation 3.2(Payri et al., 2011).
k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 R2
REF 1363.05 -3.11349 4.1751 -0.00696763 0.00940137 0.9959
EME 1385.7 -3.06884 3.83734 -0.00650776 0.0116338 0.9933
Artic 1355.84 -3.32715 4.3013 -0.00714654 0.0119425 0.9969
Crua et al. used Equation 3.2 to determine the sound speed of reference fuel (REF
from Table 3.1) at 160MPa injection pressure with an estimated l = 177mm and
applied it to Equation 3.1. The inferred acoustic resonance model frequencies com-
parison to empirical data showed good agreement for injection pressures > 140MPa
but deviates up to 10% at lower injection pressures.
This summarizes the work for an acoustic resonance interpretation of the mechan-
ical vibrations measured from a fuel injector. An acoustic wave propagates through
the fuel injector oscillating the liquid fuel and the injector itself. The changes in
oscillations are argued as dependent changes of sound speed due the injection pres-
sure. As shown in cavitating nozzle studies, the amount of cavitation increases as a
function of injection pressure. Additionally in hydraulic flip, the exit nozzles become
conduits for entrained gas contributing to mass unloading effects. The follow sections
presents measuring flexural vibrations to monitor the mass unloading effects on vi-
brating beam resonance frequencies as a method to infer an averaged void fraction of
a commercial fuel injector.
3.3 Void Fraction Hypothesis
Although cylindrical shell vibration models are available(Amabili and Paıdoussis,
2003)(Far, ), an Euler-Bernoulli (EB) model for solid beam vibration cross-sectional
area corrected was preferred for its simplicity. For a beam with modulus of elasticity
E, area moment of inertia I, density ρ and cross-sectional area A, EB theory states
the flexural or transverse mechanical vibrations of the beam can be expressed in terms
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This model assumes that deflection is only a function of the axial direction and
time with no forcing function. Other key assumptions used in the formulation of this
model include
• Uniformity along its length and slenderness (l/D > 10)
• Composed of a linear, homogeneous, isotropic elastic material without axial
loads
• plane sections remain plane
• rotation and translations are decoupled
• rotary inertia and shear deformation can be neglected
Following reference (Inman, 2008), the solution for Equation 3.3 is assumed as a
product of two functions
w(x, t) = X(x)T (t) (3.5)
where X(x) is the spatial component and T (t) is the temporal component. The PDE
is solved using the method of separation to derive two ODEs:







X(x) = 0 (3.6)
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where ω is the natural angular frequency of the beam. If the separation constant,
















The general solution to the Helmholtz-like Equation 3.6 is
X(x) = a1sinβx+ a2cosβx+ a3sinhβx+ a4coshβx (3.9)
where β, a1, a2, a3 and a4 are determined by the boundary conditions (BC) and initial
conditions (IC). For cantilevered beams, where one end is fixed and the other is free,
the BC at x = 0 (fixed end) is




and the BC at x = l (free end) is
bending moment = EI
∂2w
∂x2









with ICs w(x, 0) = 0 and ẇ(x, 0) = ẇ0. Applying these BCs and ICs to Equation 3.9
results in the characteristic equation
cos(ξ)cosh(ξ) = −1 (3.12)
where ξ = βl. There are infinitely many eigen modal solutions ξn to Equation 3.12.
Table 3.3 displays the first 5 solutions of ξn for a cantilever beam.
Applying the solutions of the characteristic equation to Equation 3.8 results in
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where n denotes the nth solution to Equation 3.12.
Equation 3.13 is now used to described the vibration frequency of a fuel injector.
The fuel injector geometry is simplified by assuming a circular stainless steel rod
with a liquid core. If the fuel injector maintains constant modulus of elasticity E and
geometric parameters I and A, a mixture law for the mass of liquid plus steel yields
ρ =
ρssVss + (ρvα + ρl(1− α))Vl
Vss + Vcav
(3.14)
where the subscripts ss, v and l refers to the stainless steel, vaporized fuel, and liquid
fuel phases of the fuel injector system respectively, Vss and Vcav are the respective
volume of the stainless steel contribution and liquid fuel filled cavity contribution
and α is the vaporized fuel or void fraction coefficient, and α = 1 is fully vaporized.
If the total volume Vt = Vss + Vcav, Equations 3.14 can be simplified as
ρ = ρssV R + [ρvα + ρl(1− α)](1− V R) (3.15)
where now the volume ratio V R = Vss/Vt. From Equation 3.13 and 3.15, if the
physical and geometric properties of the fuel injector are known, then only α is left
to be determined. By measuring the resonant frequency for α = 0 or α = 1, then
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intermediate frequencies can be mapped to a void fraction.
It is proposed that by increasing injection pressure the cavitation conditions are
increased by virtue of increasing the exit velocity of the fuel. Then as liquid mass is
displaced when cavitation occurs, the density in Equation 3.15 is decreased and one
can expect that the resonant frequency increases proportionally.
3.4 Materials and Methods
Two experimental setups were used to characterize the vibration of a commercial
GDI fuel injector. The first set of experiments was conducted in collaboration with
researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) at their facilities where they
have developed a fuel injection system for neutron imaging with fuel temperature
and injection pressure control. The objective of these experiments was to conduct a
parameter study measuring the vibration response for increasing cavitation environ-
ment by varying injection pressure and fuel temperature. Although ORNL system
was robust, the fuel injector mounting conditions did not allow for spatial scanning
of vibration for mode analysis. For spatial scanning a second set of experiments was
conducted at the Physical Acoustics Laboratories at Boston University (BU). The
objective of the BU experiments were to determine whether a cantilever mode was
present when the fuel injector is impulse excited.
3.4.1 Laser Doppler Vibrometry
The primary diagnostic tool in both studies was a single point laser Doppler vibrom-
eter OFV-3001 controller with OFV-303 sensor head (Polytec, Hudson MA) for mea-
suring out-of-plane vibration. Laser doppler vibrometery (LDV) is an optical tool for
vibration measurements. Requiring no contact to the targeted surface, the LDV can
make measurements in experimentally difficult environments such as high tempera-
ture applications. The LDV has superior spatial resolution over contact-based meth-
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ods and is only limited by the spot size of the laser which can be enhanced for micro-
and nano-scale targets using microscope objectives. The LDV system robustness can
be seen in its application in diverse experiments that can cover many fields of engi-
neering(Nassif et al., 2005)(Rosowski et al., 2008)(Castellini et al., 2009)(O’Malley,
2012).
In principle, these LDV systems combine interferometry and the Doppler effect to
make displacement and velocity measurements on vibrating surfaces. The Doppler
effect is the change in frequency of moving source observed from a stationary reference.





where fobs is the observed frequency, fsource is the frequency of the source, a is the
speed of the wave and v is the speed of the source. The LDV system splits a coherent
light source into a reference signal and a measured signal. The measured signal is
reflected off a vibrating target and combined with the reference signal. The resultant
signal can be used to measure velocity. If high sensitivity is desired, interference
patterns resulting from the phase difference between the reference and measured
signal can be used to measure displacement. Our measurements utilized the velocity
technique.
3.4.2 Scanning Measurements at BU
This section details the equipment and procedures used to determine the mode re-
sponse of an empty fuel injector.
LDV
For LDV measurements, velocity mode was chosen over displacement mode for its
dynamic range. The digital velocity decoder was a Polytech OVD-02 with a measure-
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ment range of 5mm/s/V and a 250kHz low pass filter. The tracker filter was turned
off for these measurements. The sensor head is fitted with a He-Ne gas laser with a
minimum spot size approximately 43µm diameter at a stand-off distance of 1m.
A GDI fuel injector ACDelco ACD#217-3086 (GM, Grand Blac MI) was mounted
on a linear stage micrometer with 30mm maximum axial (z-direction) travel as shown
in Figure 3·3. The fuel injector was clamped as shown to promote a quasi-fixed bound-
ary condition. The LDV sensor head was mounted on two linear stage micrometers
for fine control in the x- and y- directions. The LDV laser is directed orthogonal
to the axial direction as depicted in Figure 3·4 of the fuel injector to measure the
transverse, out-of-plane vibrations. LDV scans were made in 5mm intervals from the

















Figure 3·3: Picture of LDV setup at BU for scanning measurements
and diagram with mounting and measurement dimensions.
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Needle Valve Control
Needle valve actuations were used to replicate fuel injection vibration response. The
fuel injector required a 12V signal to lift the needle valve. A power supply wired
to a mechanical relay and controlled with an Arduino Uno microcontroller system
was first tested. It was found that the mechanical relay had inadequate needle valve
control for the needle lifts < 10ms. For a 10ms lift time, approximately the initial
3 milliseconds the relay would cycle on and off rapidly. For the second iteration, a
custom digital switch was built to replace the mechanical relay. Figure 3·4 highlights
the appropriate pins for the fuel injector and microcontroller connections. The timing
of the digital switch was controlled by a microcontroller and interfaced with Arduino
software. The fuel injector performed much better with the digital switch than the
mechanical relay with good control at 1ms lift times. For experiments, the fuel
injector was programmed with needle valve lifts of 5ms at a rate of 0.2Hz.The lift






Figure 3·4: Digital switch for fuel injector needle valve lift.
Data Acquisition
The LDV output signal was recorded on a digital oscilloscope LT224 (Teledyne Lecroy,
Chestnut Ridge NY) sampling at 1Ms/s for a 10ms frame. The scope was triggered
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by a positive slope lead edge of the LDV signal. The instrument was interfaced with a
Lecroy product software Wavestudio (Teledyne Lecroy, Chestnut Ridge NY). Figure




Figure 3·5: Schematic for mode response experiment.
3.4.3 Parametric Study at ORNL
The following parameter study was conducted at ORNL on their neutron imaging
purposed fuel injector test rig. The same fuel injector used for scanning LDV exper-
iments was also used here (ACDelco ACD#217-3086).
Fuel Injection System
The fuel injector was mounted in a enclosed chamber fitted with a hole for optical
access to the spray tip. The fuel injector was clamped down between a common
fuel rail and a custom fuel injector block mounted at the top of the chamber. This
configuration exposed only the spray tip of fuel injector for LDV measurements. 1
millisecond injection was controlled using a function generator. A TTL signal from
the function generator is sent to an electronic control unit (ECU) to condition the
signal before sending it to the fuel injector terminals. This signal was measured using





Figure 3·6: Picture of the fuel injector test chamber at ORNL(A)
and side(B) and front(C) images from 3D models of the fuel injector
mounting conditions.
The working fuel in these experiments was cyclopentane. Table 3.4 summarizes
cyclopentane fuel properties. Cyclopentane was chosen for its low boiling point.
Experiments included temperatures at boiling point to accentuate vapor formation.
Table 3.4: Physical properties of cyclopentane at STP (National Cen-
ter for Biotechnology Information, 2018)
ρ(kg/m3) ν(mm2/s) Pvap(MPa) Tboil(
oC)
Cyclopentane 745.7 0.554 0.0533 49.26
As shown in the Figure 3·7, fuel is pressurized in the fuel tank with helium gas. A
secondary pump draws fuel from the tank through a standard fuel filter to the primary
high pressure pump. The high pressure pump applies a constant pressure (maximum
2200psi) to the fuel lines. The fuel line is bisected from the primary pump into a
supply and return line. The supply directs the flow to a low flow piston flow meter,
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P001HS35NA/P11N/1 (Maxmachinery, Healdsburg CA), through a high pressure
transducer before leading to the fuel injector. On the return line, back pressure is
controlled by a regulator before directing flow back to the fuel tank. Adjusting the
regulator allows for varied injection pressure. The injection pressure tested in the
experiments ranged from 3MPa to 15MPa.
Figure 3·7: Schematic of the fuel circuit with fuel injector, thermal,
and fuel exhaust control lines and LDV data acquisition at ORNL.
Temperature control was applied to the working fuel and fuel injection chamber.
The supply line leading into the fuel injector and the fuel injector body was wrapped
with electronic heating tape. The injection chamber was heated with 4 heaters in-
stalled into the bottom of the chamber. Thermocouples and PID controllers provided
control and monitoring of the operating temperature. The fuel and chamber temper-
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atures ranged from 25oC to 90oC. The experimental conditions tested are outlined
in Table 3.5 where Pinj is the injection pressure, t is the injection duration, Tfuel and
Tchamber are the temperature set points for the fuel lines and test chamber respectively.




3 1 20 20
6 1 20 20
9 1 20 20
12 1 20 20
15 1 20 20
3 1 40 40
9 1 40 40
15 1 40 40
3 1 60 60
9 1 60 60
15 1 60 60
3 1 70 70
9 1 70 70
15 1 70 70
3 1 90 90
9 1 90 90
15 1 90 90
LDV Measurements and Data Acquisition
The LDV sensor head was mounted on top of a tripod. The LDV laser spot was
carefully and meticulously position onto the fuel injector tip for maximum signal. It
is noted that the chamber was positioned on a rolling cart with its wheels locked and
position room with multiple machines operating. The environment vibration noise
was high such that LDV signal would often be lost at which point repositioning of
the laser spot was required. The LDV was positioned normal to the axial direction
of the fuel injector for transverse (bending) vibrations measurements.
LDV measurements were made in velocity mode. The digital velocity decoder was
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a Polytech OVD-02 with a measurement range of 5mm/s/V and a 250kHz low pass




Figure 3·8: Scope display of the current from the needle valve and
voltage signal from the LDV and function generator signal.
LDV signals were sampled at 1Ms/s through a digital oscilloscope MDO3024 (Tek-
tronix, Beaverton OR). The oscilloscope channels displayed the LDV measurement,
the TTL signal and the current signal from the ECU. Figure 3·8 shows the signal cap-
tured from the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope trigger was set on the TTL signal. The
total sampling time was 10ms which produced 10000 samples for every injection and
20 injections were made for every change in temperature or pressure. A LabVIEW
VI was created for instrument control and automation.
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3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Flexural Mode from BU Experiments
The vibrations of an empty fuel injector were sampled at a sampling frequency fs =
1MS/s for 10ms with a sample size N = 10002. A FFT was computed from each
time trace resulting in a frequency resolution ∆f = 99.98Hz. The spectrum of a
vibration measurement made at the spray tip (x = 0mm) is presented in Figure 3·9.
This shows a peak magnitude at f = 6398Hz.
The fuel injector is assumed to be a simplified fuel filled rod with a length l. From
Figure 3·1, estimates can be made for the area moment of inertia I and cross-sectional
area A for use in the area-corrected beam equations from Section 3.3. Table 3.6 sum-
marizes the estimated values and reference values for stainless steel and cyclopentane.
Table 3.6: Estimated values for simplified fuel injector system calcu-
lated from neutron image Figure 3·1.




180 155 19.8 0.423 7480 745 2.96
Using the Equation 3.13 for n = 1 and parameters presented in Table 3.6, if the
cantilever resonant vibration is assumed to be the peak frequency value found at the
tip, f = 6398Hz, then the calculated effective beam length is approximately 43mm
where the fuel injector for these experiments were clamped at approximately 45mm
above the tip (x = 0).
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Figure 3·9: Frequency spectrum at the spray tip of an empty fuel
injector from BU scanning experiments. Time trace was recorded with
a LDV in velocity mode at 5mm/s/V . The signal was recorded on a
digital oscilloscope sampling at 1MS/s for a 10ms window. The peak
frequency found to be f = 6398Hz
To determine the mode, the magnitude of the peak frequency found at the tip (f =
6398Hz) was averaged over 5 samples for x = 0, 10, 15, 20, 25, and30mm. Figure 3·10
shows the peak frequency as function of axial position. The figure shows a decrease in
magnitude of the peak frequency traveling axially above the spray tip. At x = 20 the
magnitude dips before increasing for x = 25 and x = 30. For the spray tip (x = 0mm),
the maximum velocity was measured V = 61.6mm/s. The maximum displacement
at the tip was then calculated to be 3.06mm peak-to-peak using f = 6398Hz. At
x = 30mm the maximum velocity was measured V = 36.9mm/s. The maximum
displacement at x = 30mm was then calculated to be 0.0018mm peak-to-peak.
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Figure 3·10: The averaged frequency magnitude for an empty
fuel injector scanned from BU experiments scanned at x =
0, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30mm. The magnitude of the peak frequency
f = 6398 determined at x = 0 was calculated and averaged at each
x position.
When comparing the results from Figure 3·3 to the analytical models for mode
responses of a fixed-free (cantilever) and a free-free beam Figure 3·11 shows the fuel
injector does not compare directly to fix-free or free-free boundary conditions. Con-
sidering the clamping condition on the fuel injector at the time of the experiment,
the fuel injector can be exhibiting a mixed boundary condition such that the fixed
end is not perfectly fixed. Additionally, Figure 3·9 shows a second peak frequency
at f = 600Hz. The low frequency peak is possibly the vibration of the mount it-
self which would occur with imperfect mounting. However the calculated effective
beam length l = 43mm compares well to the clamped location l = 45mm, which still
suggest the cantilever theory is plausible.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3·11: Mode shapes of free-free (a) and fix-free (b) beams.
3.5.2 Frequency Shift Analysis from Experiments at ORNL
Vibrations in the Time Domain
The vibrations of the fuel injector was sampled at fs = 1MS/s for 10ms with a
sample size N = 10000. Figure 3·12 shows the vibration measured by the LDV
overlapped with the current signal measured from the needle valve. Figure 3·12(a)
shows that the fuel injector current spikes initially to lift the needle valve against
pressure and then the current drops to hold the valve position for the duration of
injection before bottoming out completely to disengage the valve. The fuel injector
vibration occurs near the peak current value with continued decaying oscillation after
the fuel injector is closed. A closer look at the vibration response in Figure 3·12(b)
shows fuel injector vibration occurring before the needle valve reaches the maximum
current value indicating the needle valve is in motion before the peak.
Frequency Shift from Injection Pressure
A FFT was computed from each time trace resulting in a frequency resolution ∆f =
100Hz. A spectrum analysis was conducted for the fuel injection experiments con-
ducted at ORNL outlined in Table 3.5. The frequency spectra for varying injection
pressures at T = 20oC is shown on Figure 3·13. This figure shows the envelope of
each spectrum smoothed out by interpolating over the peaks of every 3 data points.
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Figure 3·12: The vibration signal measured by the LDV and current
signal measured by a current clamp between the ECU and fuel injector
terminals for a fuel injector operating at Pinj = 3MPa and T = 20
oC
tested at ORNL. The signals were sampled at 1MS/s for 10ms. Figure
(a) is the full time trace and (b) is a zoomed figure.
























Figure 3·13: A frequency spectrum for Pinj = 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15MPa
at T = 20oC. The spectra were smoothed by interpolating the peaks
of every 3 data point from the FFT
From the spectrum analysis, the mean peak frequency was calculated for each run
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and averaged over the 20 runs. The results are shown on Figure 3·14 as a function of
injection pressure for all fuel temperatures. A global trend emerges across Figure 3·13
and Figure 3·14. An increasing peak frequency shift is found for increasing injection
pressure (with deviations from the trend when P = 9MPa for T = 20oC and T =
70oC). As suggested before, for higher injection pressures the mean velocity inside
the nozzle increases potentially creating more cavitation and higher void fractions
inside the entire fluid cavity, not just the tip nozzle! Moreover, near the needle valve
stem and needle valve end may also increase cavitation as Pinj increases. Finally as
observed in nozzle experiments, hydraulic flip from the free end and sheet cavitation
from the nozzle inlet may lead to gross air/vapor entrapment that would result in a
frequency shift upwards with increase Pinj.

































Figure 3·14: Peak frequency for the parameters outlined in Table 3.5




The vibration of an empty fuel injector mounted in the ORNL test chamber was
measured for T = 20oC and analyzed. The peak frequency was found to be 7000Hz
as shown in Figure 3·15.
f=7000Hz
Figure 3·15: A FFT from the vibrations of an empty fuel injector
excited by the needle valve motion and mounted in the ORNL test
chamber. The ∆f = 100 and the peak frequency was determined to be
f = 7000Hz.
From Equation 3.13 and values pulled from Table 3.6, the calculated beam length
l is approximately 41mm for a beam resonant frequency f = 7000Hz for an empty
fuel injector (α = 1). Using l = 41mm the resonant frequency was calculated for
varying void fractions values. The results are shown in Figure 3·16.
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Figure 3·16: Resonant frequencies calculated from Equation 3.13 for
n=1 and l = 41mm and ρ given by Equation 3.15 for 0 > α > 1.
Comparing the frequency range from Figure 3·16 to the results from Figure 3·14
for T = 20oC a void fraction inference can be made. The mean peak frequency found
for Pinj = 3MPa was determined to be 6675Hz. Comparing this value to the Figure
3·16 suggests that the fuel injector is cavitating with approximately α = 0.3. At
the higher injection pressure Pinj = 15MPa from Figure 3·14, the model depicted in
Figure 3·16 implies that the void fraction is approximately α = 0.8! These results
imply cavitation/hydraulic flip/sheet cavitation along the entire lenght l of the fluid
cavity part of the fuel injector. It is interesting to note that the l determined at
ORNL is similar to the one found at BU. Although these are the same fuel injectors
the mounting conditions are very different.
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Frequency Shift from Fuel Temperature





























Figure 3·17: Peak frequency for the parameters outlined in Table 3.5
averaged over 20 samples and plotted as a function of fuel temperature.
An interesting trend is shown in Figure 3·14 and replotted here in Figure 3·17. The
global trend in Figure 3·17 is a decrease in peak frequency with increase in fuel
temperature. Interestingly, at T = 50oC there is a spike for both P = 3MPa and
P = 15MPa. These points correspond roughly to the boiling point of cyclopentane.
It is possible that at T = 50oC, the cylcopentane fuel globally vaporizes in the fuel
injector for maximum unloading effect. Also, researchers have experimentally shown
that material properties of steel changes as a function of temperature(Lee et al.,
2003)(Chen and Young, 2007)(Wang et al., 2012). Although reports vary in the
severity, there is a consensus that for engine temperatures (22oC < T < 450oC) the
trend is a linear decrease in elastic modulus with increase temperature. Therefore as
temperature increases, the elastic modulus E decreases and from Equation 3.13 the
resonant frequency should decrease proportionally.
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Quantifying the Temperature Dependence
Temperature dependence of the modulus of elasticity models from literature is used
to quantify the shift in peak frequency. Chen et al. conducted experiments on cold-
formed steel, where the stress-strain values were measured for the specimens heated
in a furnace and tested with a MTS machine. From their experimental results, they
proposed a temperature dependent model for elastic modulus, ET ,
ET
Enormal
= 1− T − 22
1.25× 103
(3.17)
where Enormal = ET (T = 22
oC) for 22oC ≤ T < 450oC(Chen and Young, 2007).
Alternatively, Wang et al. conducted vibration studies on heated specimens to de-
termine a model of the temperature dependence on elastic modulus. They measured
the fundamental frequency of steel rods for varying temperatures and calculated the
elastic modulus. Wang et al.’s proposed model for ET
ET
Enormal
= 1.02− 0.035eT/280 (3.18)
is valid for 20oC ≤ T < 800oC(Wang et al., 2012).
The models from these studies, Equations 3.17 and 3.18, were then used with
Equation 3.13 trying to explain the observed shift in peak frequency. As shown in
Figure 3·18, these models cannot fully explain the trend. From Equations 3.17 and
3.18, the change in elastic modulus the for low temperature range is too small to
appreciably shift the frequency in the experimental temperature range.
Alternatively an acoustic mode argument is used to quantify the peak frequency
shift. The correlation function for the temperature and pressure dependent sound
speed, Equation 3.2, formulated by Paryi et al. was used to determine the sound
speed of cyclopentane. Cyclopentane was not investigated by Payri. However Artic
fuel which has a similar density was. Therefore the coefficients corresponding to
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Artic fuel in Table 3.2 was used. For P = 3MPa and T = 20oC, the sound speed was
calculated to be c = 1384m/s. Then with f = 6675Hz at P = 3MPa and T = 20oC
and Equation 3.1, length l was calculated to be l = 103mm while the full length of the
fuel injector is measured to be 94mm. The sound speed and the acoustic resonance
was then calculated for T = 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 90oC.
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Figure 3·18: Change in resonant beam frequency where E is given
by Equation 3.17 and 3.18 with change in acoustic resonance frequency
using Equation 3.1 where c is given by Equation 3.2 and coefficients
from Table 3.2 compared to experimental results.
The acoustic argument captures the peak frequency trend well. The maximum
percent difference was calculated to be 3.8% at T = 90oC. Although the acoustic
model does not capture the local spike in frequency at T = 50oC and overestimates
the effective length. This may be explained by the difference in properties of artic
fuel referenced for these calculations and cyclopentane. Artic fuel boiling point is in
the range of 180 − 320oC where Paryi test conditions were below its boiling point.




New investments in fuel injector technology are leaning towards the development of
gasoline direct injection for its benefits in engine performance and reduced emissions.
To fully realize these benefits, GDI injectors require precise control of the atomization
process. In turn, this requires more understanding of the cavitation activity inside
the fuel injectors. Current experimental cavitation studies have been largely reliant
on optical studies which limits the knowledge.
The goals of this research were to contribute to the advancement of acoustic and
vibration methods for investigating cavitation as well as produce empirical data for
cavitation model development. Two experimental investigation resulted from this
work. First was a cavitation study in small scaled nozzles using OCD and PCD tech-
niques. A second study was conducted in collaboration with Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory studying the vibration response of a commercial fuel injectors. The following
sections summarizes key results in each investigation with suggestions for continued
research.
4.1 Summary of Work and Results
4.1.1 Cavitation in Small Scale Nozzles
This research produced an experimental setup and methods for controllable cavitation
study inside a nozzle. Images captured through HSC and LSC identified the types of
cavitation while OCD analysis utilizing mean brightness comparison was capable of
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generally identifying discern types of cavitation. PCD analysis with a single element
contact transducer was successful in discriminating types of cavitation. Comparing
the two techniques showed equal sensitivity in determining onset of cavitation. PCD
was then used to determine onset cavitation thresholds for varying nozzle geometry.
The threshold study identified critical flow rates and pressure conditions for variable
nozzle geometry.
Suggestions for Continued Research
Numerous opportunities exist for further research stemming from this work. The ben-
efit of acoustic and optical sensing allows for a broad range of parametric study for
cavitation study and expansion of the database for computation comparison. Some-
thing to consider first would employ simple Comsol simulations to determine local
velocities and pressures from the parameters in the experimental study. Also, most
easily accessible would be cavitation onset based on various geometry. This would
include converging and diverging nozzles and smoothed inlet radius. By measuring
critical flowrates one can probe cavitation dependency on these geometries. Addition-
ally there could be interest in measuring the acoustic emissions from these studies to
further characterize types of cavitation.
Another direction for additional research is measuring cavitation for controlled
liquid preparation. As noted in Chapter 2, nuclei size and types are directly related
to cavitation onset. Therefore a line of investigation may include characterization and
onset of cavitation for ultra pure water, particulate loaded water, and temperature
and viscosity variability.
Finally, applying acoustic array sensing will allow for passive cavitation mapping.
Throughout this work, a large single element transducer was used to detect cavita-
tion emissions. This allowed for onset detection and broad characterization. Using
an array of transducers will allow for spatial and temporal investigation for further
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cavitation study.
4.1.2 Cavitation in Commerical Fuel Injectors
This research was an attempt to infer void fraction from vibration measurements of
a commercial fuel injector operating under a range of injection pressures and fuel
temperatures. The work observes a frequency shift with increasing injection pressure
that has been reported elsewhere. This work differs by using cantilever beam resonant
frequency analysis to infer mass unloading effects. This work finds that effective beam
length for a GDI fuel injector to be l = 41mm. Further analysis shows a 10% void
fraction at Pinj = 3MPa and approximately 90% at Pinj = 15MPa. Additional
results showed a decrease in peak frequency for increasing temperature. Multiple
models have been applied to determine temperature dependency without conclusive
results.
Suggestions for Continued Research
To continue with this investigation, a thorough description of the vibration mode
is needed. This can be achieved through a complete vibration scan as outlined in
Chapter 3. This would include the vibration measurement across the full fuel injec-
tor. These experiment should included the frequency observed for empty, full and
pressurized fuel injectors.
This work applied simple Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to model the resonant fre-
quency of fuel injector with complex shape. It is suggest to adopt more sophisticated
shell models from Ref (Far, ). To compliment experiments, finite element analysis
can be done to simulate expected modes and frequencies.
Additional experimental data collected at ORNL for different fuel injectors, fuels,
injection pressures, fuel temperatures and injection durations are presented in the
Appendix for further analysis.
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Appendix A
Sample Data From Commerical Fuel
Injector Experiments
Presented here are all the data collected from the experiments conducted Oak Ridge
National Labortatory summarized in Tables A.1 - A.4. The data included in Table
A.1 are analyzed and presented as part as Chapter 3. Included with Table A.3 are
sample raw and analyzed data for long injection durations (10ms) at injection pressure
Pinj = 2, 8, 14, and20MPa. Figures A·5-A·8 are time trace and FFT plots for open
needle valve 0.0 ≤ t ≤ 0.012s. Figure A·9-A·12 are time trace and FFT plots for
closed needle valve 0.0125 ≤ t ≤ 0.020s. Sample time traces and FFT plots are
included with Table A.2 and A.4 and has not yet been analyzed.
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Table A.1: Experiment conditions
CYLCOPENTANE




3 1 20 20
6 1 20 20
9 1 20 20
12 1 20 20
15 1 20 20
3 1 40 40
9 1 40 40
15 1 40 40
3 1 60 60
9 1 60 60
15 1 60 60
3 1 70 70
9 1 70 70
15 1 70 70
3 1 90 90
9 1 90 90
15 1 90 90













































Figure A·1: T = 20oC, P = 3MPa from Table A.1
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Figure A·2: T = 20oC, P = 12MPa from Table A.1













































Figure A·3: T = 20oC, P = 15MPa from Table A.1
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Table A.2: Experiment conditions
ISO-OCTANE




3 1 20 20
6 1 20 20
9 1 20 20
12 1 20 20
15 1 20 20
3 1 90 90
6 1 90 90
9 1 90 90
12 1 90 90
15 1 90 90
Table A.3: Experiment conditions
ISO-OCTANE




2 0.68 20 20
8 0.68 20 20
14 0.68 20 20
20 0.68 20 20
2 0.68 90 60
8 0.68 90 60
14 0.68 90 60
20 0.68 90 60
2 10 20 20
8 10 20 20
14 10 20 20
20 10 20 20
2 10 90 60
8 10 90 60
14 10 90 60
20 10 90 60
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Figure A·4: Time trace of LDV response for T = 20oC P = 20MPa
from Table A.3



































Figure A·5: T = 20oC, P = 2MPa, needle valve open from Table
A.3
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Figure A·6: T = 20oC, P = 8MPa, needle valve open from Table
A.3



































Figure A·7: T = 20oC, P = 14MPa, needle valve open from Table
A.3
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Figure A·8: T = 20oC, P = 20MPa, needle valve open from Table
A.3





































Figure A·9: T = 20oC, P = 2MPa, needle valve close from Table
A.3
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Figure A·10: T = 20oC, P = 8MPa, needle valve close from Table
A.3





































Figure A·11: T = 20oC, P = 14MPa, needle valve close from Table
A.3
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Figure A·12: T = 20oC, P = 20MPa, needle valve close from Table
A.3




























Figure A·13: Peak frequency shifts from Table A.3 for open and closed
injection times
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Table A.4: Experiment conditions
ISO-OCTANE




1 0.68 20 20
2 0.68 20 20
3 0.68 20 20
4 0.68 20 20
5 0.68 20 20
1 0.68 90 60
2 0.68 90 60
3 0.68 90 60
4 0.68 90 60
5 0.68 90 60
1 10 20 20
2 10 20 20
3 10 20 20
4 10 20 20
5 10 20 20
1 10 90 60
2 10 90 60
3 10 90 60
4 10 90 60
5 10 90 60


































Figure A·14: T = 20oC, P = 1MPa, t = 10ms from Table A.4
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Figure A·15: T = 20oC, P = 2MPa, t = 10ms from Table A.4


































Figure A·16: T = 20oC, P = 3MPa, t = 10ms from Table A.4
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Figure A·17: T = 20oC, P = 4MPa, t = 10ms from Table A.4


































Figure A·18: T = 20oC, P = 5MPa, t = 10ms from Table A.4
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